Teaching guide: Programming challenge 3
Guess the word
Programming is a fundamental skill required for success in GCSE Computer
Science. This programming challenge is designed to develop students’ programming
skills.
In the paper 1 exam, students will be required to design, write, test and refine
program code in either C#, Python (version 3) or VB.Net.
To develop their programming skills, students should have sufficient practical
experience of:
•
•
•

•

•

structuring programs into modular parts with clear documented interfaces to
enable them to design appropriate modular structures for solutions
including authentication and data validation systems/routines within their
computer programs
writing, debugging and testing programs to enable them to develop the skills to
articulate how programs work and argue using logical reasoning for the
correctness of programs in solving specified problems
designing and applying test data (normal, boundary and erroneous) to the testing
of programs so that they are familiar with these test data types and the purpose
of testing
refining programs in response to testing outcomes.
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Programming Challenge 3 – Guess the word
Exercise 1
This exercise can be solved using either an iteration structure or by repeating the
same code multiple times. It is an opportunity to explain program efficiency to
students. The basic example solution in Figure 1 shows a non-looping solution.
Figure 2 shows a version using iteration.
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Exercise 2
This exercise requires replacing a definite loop with an indefinite loop and adds a
nested IF statement.
Figure 3
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Exercise 3
Validation can be added in functions. There is an opportunity for students to practice
functions with more than one parameter.
Figure 4
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Exercise 4
This exercise can be done on any version of the task. The example below shows
code added to Figure 3. This gives students the opportunity to use a list/array and to
iterate through the array to replace one value with another, to give a partly guessed
word that can be output, to help Player 2. Note: this version outputs the contents of
the array, not the string with replaced letters. Students should be encouraged to
think how they can convert an array to a string. Some students may realise that this
functionality negates the win validation in Exercise 3.
Figure 5
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Extensions 1 and 2
Extension tasks will stretch the more able students, using techniques already used,
but with the emphasis on designing a complete solution. Students could be
encouraged to explore the Try Catch functionality in Python or the equivalent
structures in their chosen language.

Appendix C# and VB.NET versions for Exercise 4
C#
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VB.NET
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